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 Sarva Siksha Abhiyan- Andhra Pradesh

Summative Assessment - I  (2014-2015)

6th Class - English

Student Name : ........................................................................ Time : 2½  Hours

Roll Number : .........................................................................                     Marks :  100
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Read the following narrative :

Tyagaraja was a gifted musician. He was also a great composer of songs. He
composed as many as seven hundred songs in Telugu. There were three great
composers in carnatic music. They were, Tyagaraja, Shyama Sastri and Muthuswami
Dikshitar. Among them Tyagaraja was the greatest and most famous. Tyagaraja was
also a great saint.

Task 1 (R.C.)

Now answer the following questions : 5 x 2 = 10 M

1. Who was Tyagaraja ?

Ans. _______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

2. How many songs did Tyagaraja composed in Telugu?

Ans. _______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________
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3. Who are the other two musicians mentionede above?

Ans. _______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

4. Tyagaraja was not only a famous musician _ ? but also ...........

Ans. _______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

5. Do you know any other famous musician?

Ans. _______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Continue reading the narrative :

Tyagaraja was born at Tirvarur in Tanjavur District of Tamil Nadu on May 4,
1767. He was the third child of his parents, Ramabrahmam and Sitamma They spoke
Telugu at home. Tyagaraja had an elder brother named panchapakesan.

Task 2 (Reading Comprehension)

Now say wheter the below statements are TRUE  or FALSE 5 X 1 = 5 M

1. Tyagaraja was born in Tamil Nadu ( )

2. Tyagaraja was the first child of his parents ( )

3. Tyagaraja used to speak Telugu at home ( )

4. Rama Rao was the father of Tyagaraja ( )

5. Tyagaraja’s younger brother’s name was Panchapakesan ( )

Task 3 (Conventions of Writing)

Continue reading the narrative and punctuate it. 5 M

there was music in tyagarajas blood his mother was a good singer he had his
first lessons in music from her. His father was a good scholar in telugu and sanskrit.
he learnt both languages from him.

Ans. _______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________
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_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Read the following Narrative :

Once upon a time, in a thick forest lived many animals, birds, snakes and insects.
There was a bat among them. There was a bitter fight between the animals and the
birds.  The bat  did not  join either side.  Both of  them  requested the bat  to support
them.

Task 4 (Creative Expression)

Now write a possible conversation between birds and bat 10 M

bird :

bat :

bird :

bat :

bird :

Task 5       10 M

Continue Reading the narrative

Once there was a fox in a forest. It wanted to give a feast to all the animals. Now
prepare an invitation.

INVITATION

Clues :- Date, Time, Venue.
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Task 6 (Vocab)

Complete the following table with the opposite words. 10 x ½ = 5 M

Task 7 (Grammar) 5 x 1 = 5 M

Complete the following table with the positive / comparative / superlative degrees
of the wordes taken from the above passage.

Task 8 (Grammar) 5 x 1 = 5 M

Underline the adjectives in the following sentences.

1. The cobras have long bodies.

Ans. _______________________________________________________________

2. We heard a hard voice

Ans. _______________________________________________________________

3. Elephant is the biggest animal in the world.

Ans. _______________________________________________________________

1. go 6. lucky

2. unhappy 7. good

3. black 8. quick

4. man 9. near

5. young 10. tall

Positive copmparitive superlative

small

Shorter

biggest

tall

Thin
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4. Ramana is good boy

Ans. _______________________________________________________________

5. Sita has a sweet voice.

Task 9 (Creative Expression)    10 M

Ramya went to  Hyderabad in summer holidays oneday she visited the zoo.
There she had a bitter experience.  Look at the picture and write a letter to your
uncle about the incident.
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Task 10. (C.reative Expression)

Describe the following picture in 3 or 4 sentences. 10 M


